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Intro: The Wilson Document Leak

In early June 2019, two very interesting and controversial documents were leaked to the UFO community which have

caused some commotion. I don’t think this commotion is going to stop any time soon.

I have already spoken and written at some length regarding one of these documents – called by some the “Core

Secrets Document” and more often what I simply call the Wilson Document, or Wilson Memo. In my view, this 15-

page document ranks as the ufological leak of the century so far. It’s an extended close transcription written by Dr.

Eric Davis of the National Institute of Discovery Science (NIDS) in October 2002, and concerns a conversation he had

with Vice Admiral Thomas R. Wilson (ret.) at an undisclosed location regarding Wilson’s knowledge of a deeply classi-

�ed program to reverse engineer non-human (alien) technology while Wilson served as Deputy Chief of Intelligence

for the Joint Chiefs of Sta� in 1997. 

Just as signi�cantly, the notes described Wilson’s distress over being denied access to this program once he learned

about it, despite his assumption that through his position he had legal oversight over this program. The team that de-

nied him access were private employees of the contracting �rm, not U.S. government personnel, although they had

the backing ultimately of the Director of Special Projects for the O�ce for the Undersecretary of Defense for

Acquisition and Technology (OUSDAT). This is where apparently much (if not most or all) of U.S. special access pro-

grams (SAP) are contained within the bureaucracy of the Department of Defense. Even so, it appeared to Wilson that

the entire program was dominated by the contracting �rm, and U.S. government personnel seemed mostly irrele-

vant, as far as he could tell.

Most UFO researchers who have studied this memo can easily see that it is authentic. The information contained

within is fully amenable to examination, and increasingly we are seeing researchers delving into the minutia of what

it contains to �nd that the information checks out. 

Even the “no comments” about the document are noteworthy. Although neither Davis nor any of his colleagues have

elected to authenticate the Wilson Document (it is after all an extremely delicate matter for them professionally),

the “no comments” are practically o�ered as explanations, almost as apologies. Dr. Hal Putho�, who for many years

has been closely associated with Davis, graciously wrote this to me on June 12: 

“With regard to authenticity, we have no comment on the documents recently being circulated.  As some of

us still retain USG security clearances and remain bound by the secrecy oaths we have taken, we believe it is

in the best interest of the USG and ourselves not to comment on any documents that purport to describe

classi�ed USG programs or information.”

For myself, I’ve never had a doubt about the document. As I have said from the beginning – indeed from long before

this all came out – I was shown two of the pages of this document back in 2006. I never forgot the statement by
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Wilson that this was technology “not made by man, not by human hands.”

I’ve also discussed the matter a number of times over the years (something covered very well in a piece by Guiliano

Marinkovic). It turns out that I wasn’t the only one to talk about the contents of those notes. Former astronaut Dr.

Edgar Mitchell did, as did UFO researcher Dr. Steven Greer and several others.

It quickly became apparent that the leak of this document occurred as a result of the death of Edgar Mitchell in 2017.

I don’t know the full story of how some of his documents got into other hands, but I did interview James Rigney of

Australia about this. James is second-in-line to the source of the documents. He knows who has them and is keeping

that person’s identity private. I have been made to understand, however, that the acquisition of these papers oc-

curred legally and above-board. I was also made to understand that this was a private initiative, not something or-

chestrated by any intelligence community. In other words, it wasn’t an ‘op.’

There has been much more to say about all this, by myself and other researchers, so we can leave the Wilson Memo at

that for now. A few die-hard skeptics maintain it’s all a hoax. Let them howl into the wind. The world is moving on.

The Alien Autopsy Email Leak

But the main subject of this article isn’t the Wilson Memo, fascinating though that is. Rather, it’s the other major doc-

ument to leak from the papers of Edgar Mitchell. (There is a third leak, which was publicized by researcher Grant

Cameron on his Facebook page, of a 1996 letter by NIDS founder Robert Bigelow to Mitchell, in advance of a NIDS

board meeting).

This other leak is a series of exchanges from early 2001 and totals eleven pages. The main subject of this exchange

concerns the infamous “alien autopsy” �lm of 1995 by Ray Santilli. This leak actually made it out to the world just be-

fore the Wilson Memo and was quickly overshadowed by it. But it’s interesting, for sure. I wrote about it almost im-

mediately.

For those who need catching up, the Santilli �lm was featured on Fox television in 1995 and became an international

sensation. Within a short period of time, the consensus of most UFO researchers was that it was a hoax. But in early

2001, a group of distinguished scientists associated with NIDS were discussing the Santilli �lm among themselves,

quietly, not for outside discussion. Now, it’s interesting that even this late (2001) there was a genuine discussion

among these individuals about the possible reality of the �lm.

It’s even more interesting that the person who was being asked to provide his professional opinion, Dr. Christopher

(Kit) Green, stated point-blank in the emails that the alien being in the video was “real” and not human. Kit Green was

a CIA intelligence o�cer, and one of the most quali�ed medical professionals you will �nd anywhere. His areas of ex-

pertise in connection with the biological sciences are broad and deep. He also has had a longstanding interest in and

connection to the UFO subject in various ways over a distinguished career. So when you read that statement in the

emails, it’s something that can give most people at least some pause.

But all of the above can ultimately be chalked o� to just someone’s opinion, no matter how educated or intelligent

that person may be. What got my attention was something else that came up in the emails: that Green had several
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brie�ngs on the subject of UFOs, and on one occasion (described as taking place in “1987/88”), he was shown alien

autopsy reports and still images. In the email, he stated that the images he was shown in his brie�ng were “consis-

tent” with the being depicted in the Santilli �lm. Elsewhere in the email exchange, he went so far as to say it was the

same being.

Obviously, that complicates matters a bit. None of this proves that the Santilli �lm or the alien being depicted in it is

“real.” But if Kit Green was indeed shown images that were consistent with what Ray Santilli created seven or eight

years later, then we have an interesting situation. We might ask, if it’s a fake, was Santilli or his associates working

with the intelligence community somehow? Or is there some level of reality to what’s depicted in that �lm after all?

Contacting Kit Green

Immediately, I wrote to Kit Green. I would describe our relationship up to that point as cordial but not close. We had

spoken to each other from time to time over the years. He’s always worth listening to. My exchange with him is listed

in the article I wrote on June 6. 

Long story short, he told me that (a) he does not believe the being in the Santilli �lm is an alien and hasn’t believed

that for a long time, and (b) that he believes he was hoaxed by the Pentagon in that brie�ng from the 1980s.

While I wasn’t inclined to debate Kit Green, his explanation struck me as weak, and I said so. Part of this article pro-

vides his more detailed explanation.

Meanwhile, there are individuals connected to ufology who treat these questions the way theologians treat heresy.

Some have gone so far as to say the email thread itself is fake, which you would think to be a laughably embarrassing

position to take, except that these people don’t seem to be embarrassed. Other critics, like Philip Mantle, are more

substantive. Mantle has done a great deal of writing about the Santilli �lm, and has laid out the case that it is fake

from beginning to end. He has contended that since the whole �lm was made up by Santilli and his partner Spyros

Melaris in 1995, Green could not possibly have seen what he claimed to have seen. Philip told me this early on in a pri-

vate email.

Fine, but I was more interested in what Kit Green had to say. Kit and I arranged for an interview in mid-July, just be-

fore I did some extended travel. It seems he and I both had a misconception about what would happen. He believed

we were having a preliminary interview only, after which we would do our formal, proper one. I had the idea, espe-

cially since our conversation was so engaging, that this was the one interview, and moreover that I would be permit-

ted to release a transcript. In fact, much of what he said turned out to be o� the record, so we worked it out. The re-

sult is this article, which discusses everything he wanted on the record, which turns out to be most of what we dis-

cussed anyway.

I should add here that although I gave him the chance to correct any errors of fact or misunderstanding, Kit insisted

he would not request any �nal editing for substantive changes whatsoever. And he did not.

Con�rming Authenticity
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My �rst question had to do with the authenticity of the email leak.

RD: Actually the question I want to ask is [about] the eleven-page email that I sent you, which is the one that

has been leaked. It’s dated March 21, 2001. Do you consider that to be a genuine email? Is that something

that rings a bell with you? Is that authentic?

KG: Absolutely, it’s authentic. I can say that while I never actually saw that speci�c email, I saw the one that

Eric [Davis] was describing as being the one he was modifying.

RD: This was the one from February.

KG: Correct. He probably also sent me that one [RD note, meaning the email from March 21, 2001]. The only

thing I can tell you is, as far as what I am reported, what I am stated to have said, is one hundred percent

true, and what is there as a cut and paste from a series of my emails, I remember completely as being email

[unclear] of what I said.

This should settle any continuing discussion on at least this aspect of the matter. The email is authentic and yes, there

was obviously cutting and pasting, presumably after the fact by Davis or Mitchell.

The Pentagon Brie�ng

Now on to matters of substance within the 2001 email thread itself. Within it, Kit Green is quoted as saying (Davis’s

words but accurate according to Green):

“The Alien Autopsy �lm/video is real, the alien cadaver is real, and the cadaver seen in the �lm/video is the

same as the photos Kit saw at the Pentagon during brie�ng #2 [1987/1988].”

And again in the emails, this time in response to a question by NIDS scientist Dr. Colm Kelleher:

Colm:

(2) Can you relate the Santilli videotake in detail to the autopsy reports that you viewed (via your brie�ngs

and reports) as being the same or similar creature?

Kit:

SAME

And �nally this exchange between Davis and Green:

From Eric –
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… did you come to a �nal conclusion or opinion on whether or not the body was fake or real? You say below

“the video is real”, so is that your indirect answer to this question …?

Kit:

ASKED AND ANSWERED. WHAT CAN BE MORE DIRECT THAN ‘THE VIDEO IS REAL’ …

Incidentally, I asked Kit Green if he could pin down the date of that brie�ng. His answer remains no, although he has

it in his archives. “I’ve not gone back and looked at them to try to pin down whether it was 87 or 88.”

In any case, that’s the fundamental background. Readers are encouraged to read through the complete exchange at

length. 

But Green’s perspective today is not the same as it was in 2001. Green now openly states his earlier assessment of

the Santilli creature was wrong. “I assumed it was alien,” he said, “because earlier, I had been warranted [for thinking]

in a brie�ng with a uniformed o�cer in the Pentagon that it was an alien.” He later “found out that was untrue. . . . I

was totally positive it was an alien body then, twenty years ago, but I am positive now that it was not.”

The Dangling Carrot

Before getting into his reasons, it turns out even more background is in order. 

Through the 1980s, when he was still a CIA intelligence o�cer, one of Green’s associates “was a recently retired, ex-

tremely senior general o�cer from the United States Air Force.” He also happened to be a senior physician. In the Air

Force, this man’s area of work was as a liaison on the “classi�ed manned space �ight program.” After he left the Air

Force he went into private industry under contract, “like they all do.” His classi�ed work was in “an aspect of the

space program.”

This indicates, quite literally, a secret space program, something that is no great surprise, even when considering

solely conventional U.S. military strategies and perceived needs for operating in Earth orbit and beyond. Indeed, even

the New York Times acknowledged the existence of a manned, classi�ed space program that existed decades ago.

Still, it’s an interesting statement.

In 1982, Green hired this person to be on a science board at the CIA with him. Within a year or two (“in 1983, 84”) this

man said to Green that “the stories about alien incursions, recoveries, and information [are] true.” Moreover, he was

going to get Green cleared for the relevant programs. One key reason apparently was the lack of physicians cleared

for them. Green was excited about the prospect.

However, this man could not get Green cleared. He tried repeatedly. When Green resigned from CIA during the late

1980s, he was able to get cleared for “a couple of the programs,” including something that he said was a very sensi-

tive subject, “but not the ones that had to do with UFOs or aliens or autopsies.”

Even during Green’s retirement from the CIA while with General Motors, his retired Air Force colleague continued

telling him that he was working to get Green cleared “into the program that has to do with aliens and UFOs.” But it

https://imgur.com/a/7D5xIGk
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never happened, despite a few times when it seemed to Green that it might happen.

It was in this context that Green’s late-80s brie�ng in the Pentagon occurred. He was called in and somehow made to

understand this was going to be The One. He entered a brie�ng room, which was a SCIF – Sensitive Compartmented

Information Facility. The security o�cer took his credentials, checked him through, and found that he was indeed ap-

proved for the brie�ng.

In Green’s words:

“An o�cer came in uniform, took me into the brie�ng room, sat me down, showed me the materials,

showed me the pictures and said, “you will not get any further information today and there’s no video.”

I said, “I was told I was going to get to see a video.”

He said, “you are not.”

I said, “I was told I might be signing some additional paperwork.”

He said, “you will not.”

And I left. I thought what I’d seen was legitimate but not the full thing. Now, I think what I was shown was a

hoax and not the real thing.”

Instead of a �lm, which he was expecting, Green was shown written autopsy reports of what he was led to believe

concerned alien bodies, as well as glossy photos of what appeared to be an alien autopsy procedure of some sort.

Images are the Same

This is interesting enough on its own, but what makes this even more controversial is his continued assertion that

“several shots” from the brie�ng did appear in the Santilli �lm from 1995. Remember, the Santilli �lm dates from

1995, seven or eight years later. Here is Green’s statement:

“Several, let me repeat, several shots from the pictures I was shown, then [later] appeared in the grainy

Santilli �lm. Not the body. I never said it was the body. It was the face still. It was the shot of the subject. It

was the shot of the wall. It was the shot of the table. It was the shot of a part of a foot. It was not the shot

that I could say was the same body.”

This point is too important to ignore. Green insists the body was di�erent. But the face apparently was the same, as

well as other elements in the stills that he was shown.

It’s entirely possible for someone to argue that his memory of what he was shown is �awed. Perhaps what he saw

was similar, not the same (although even this would be very interesting). But as far as Kit Green can remember from
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an event now over 30 years ago, parts of what later appeared in the Santilli �lm were shown to him in this Pentagon

brie�ng from the late 1980s. This is what he maintained in the 2001 emails, and he maintains it now.

Even so, he believes that the Santilli �lm is a fake, and also that what he was shown in the Pentagon was a hoax. I

asked him to elaborate on this. His fundamental answer was that over the years he has “put together innumerable

pieces of data in which nothing I’ve ever been shown, or told about the program allegedly with aliens and autopsies,

none of that body of information has turned out to be true.” Or that he could con�rm.

I asked him if by saying this he was simply trying to protect himself from a renewed storm of controversy. I o�ered

my opinion that it seemed unlikely that someone of his stature would be hoaxed in a Pentagon brie�ng, one that

took place within a SCIF no less. And a risk, too, since his medical expertise is of the highest level, and since he has

read and prepared countless autopsy reports. It seemed like a stretch that he would be hoaxed by the Pentagon in his

brie�ng. And why, I wondered. Why would the Pentagon hoax him?

Other Alien Autopsy Videos

Before answering this, Kit Green had more revelations. He told me that he had in fact seen quite a few videos of pur-

ported alien autopsies, roughly a dozen. Other than the one he was shown at the Pentagon, all these others were

brought to his home in Detroit, left in his mailbox or on his doorstep. These were various packages containing either

VHS tapes or as time went by, CDs or DVDs. Green said that any video not accompanied by documentation was of no

use to him, but some of the videos did have documentation. All this appears to have taken place during the 1980s and

1990s, although the speci�cs are not clear.

This is an extraordinary thing. One of the packages even arrived with a purported alien tissue sample.

KG: . . . as far as the tissue was concerned, there was one instance that to this day I have not been able to ra-

tionalize or reconcile. One of the packages of materials that I had delivered to my doorstep purported to be

tissues from an autopsy of an alien at Area 51. It appeared to be [with] documents that were legitimate. But

remember, they appeared on my doorstep in Detroit.

RD: No provenance.

KG: Some of the documents [pause] some of the documents actually appeared to be highly technical ge-

netic analyses of neural tissue taken from one of the alleged aliens. And it was apparent that it was proba-

bly a biopsy or a necropsy sample of tissue. It was apparent because it was in the format in which laborato-

ries liked that kind of material. And it was replete with descriptions of reverse transcriptase analyses pur-

porting to show that the genetic �ngerprints were alien. I took that material and presented it to a subgroup

that I was chairing at the National Academy of Sciences. One of the people who was on my committee was

the Chairman of the Department of Genetics and the Chairman of the Department of Molecular Biology at

arguably one of the top �ve medical schools on the East Coast. I gave the material to that Chairperson. The

Chairperson took four or �ve hours in such attention and analysis that the Chairman left the room of my

committee hearings and came back four hours later and said “I regret to tell you what I think, Kit.” And did.

And said the following: “This is a clever hoax. The person that wrote this did it with an intention to convince
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but [the] language sounds many times interspersed in the sentences as if somebody with a Master’s degree

in genetics is pretending to be a geneticist at a post-doctoral level and is supplementing the phrases from

Google. It is absolutely a hoax, but it is an intentional hoax in which this material has been transposed to �f-

teen pages, but I assure you it is garbage.” That was important to me because this person was a member of

my National Academy of Sciences committee that I chaired. Okay?

RD: Yes.

KG: This individual was a physician M.D. who was board certi�ed in internal medicine, and had a subspecialty

certi�cation in medical genetics, and a Ph.D. in Molecular Biology. And was the Chairman of, at that time,

the largest genetics and molecular biology medical school department and arguably one of the top �ve

medical schools on Earth. I also asked the individual to do the courtesy of without any bias showing it to

some others in the department. That happened and subsequently the individual’s reference was con�rmed.

Now, since that time, I have worked on that document [pause] a lot. And there are some parts of that, that I

just told you, that make no sense.

RD: Even as a hoax?

KG: I’m going to tell you what they are, and you’ll understand why they don’t make sense. Given what I just

told you, I’ve never been able to let go of that document. Some of the words in the document referring to

some of the techniques to do the reverse transcriptase subtests were not invented – yet. And I’ve got that

document. They were invented �fteen years later. Just in the last �ve years. But the words, although they

are buried within what the individuals I told you said were clever hoaxes using Google to buttress fancy sen-

tence structures, so much so that the Chairman of the Department and colleagues couldn’t make any sense

of it scienti�cally, once in a while the words were early. And my only conclusion – it’s my hypothesis, this is

not a proof – my hypothesis is the hoax was developed at the top by the people who subsequently in the

classi�ed biological programs went on to patent the technologies six, seven, eight, ten years later. Now, my

work has shown this theme consistently.

RD: I can’t understand the logic of hoaxing you to make you believe this was an alien material while they are

also embedding future technology, future patents, in this document, and showing this to you. I don’t under-

stand why there would be any logic to that. Makes no sense.

Green’s conclusion, albeit tentative, is that this was a “high-level non-government hoax utilizing means to drive �nan-

cial connectivities on programs that are related.” That is the most de�nitive statement he made on this matter. 

But then there is the Pentagon brie�ng. How to answer this as a hoax? His answer was, on one level, that he did not

know precisely why. But he ascribes it to what is known as active measures.

“It’s a very classic intelligence operation,” he said.

“. . . The idea of doing this is not new and it’s not unusual. There’s a whole school of intelligence operations

research which is built around the notion of taking the very best trained people you’ve got and convincing

them of small things in an active measures program that are untrue. This is a huge area.”
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He continued:

“In the active measures program in the agency [CIA] at one time, there were large numbers of people in-

volved in this. There were hundreds. Okay? The idea of convincing some individual person of something that

is incorrect is absolutely not unusual.”

Such programs incorporate CC&D (a phrase referenced in the emails). This stands for Camou�age, Concealment, and

Deception. It is incredibly expensive, stated Green, and has been going on for many decades.

In my view, Green really didn’t (couldn’t?) explain why the classi�ed Pentagon brie�ng within the SCIF was a hoax. But

his reason for believing it was a hoax, in essentials, comes down to two factors.

First, nothing ever came of that brie�ng. There was no follow up, no additional information to con�rm it.

Secondly, he states that within his areas of expertise connected to the biological sciences, he has not encountered

evidence that any of what he was shown could not better be explained by advanced (and sometimes not so ad-

vanced) black budget operations and su�cient money.

I told him that my objection to his logic was that, if we were to accept the body of evidence from accounts of UFO

crash retrieval and the myriad stories �oating around of alien bodies, including those of alien autopsies (which ex-

isted long before Santilli’s �lm) why would not this be where Occam’s razor cut? Here is his response.

KG: Yep, I agree, I agree.

RD: If it’s real and they’re here …

KG: Yep. And that’s what some of my colleagues try to convince me. . . . But, you know, I agree with you. And

I agree with you so much that up until ten years ago that’s where I was. . . . Okay now, fast forward to

Jacques Vallee’s third and fourth versions of his rewritings of the people that he’s known in the Invisible

College …

RD: Yes, in his Forbidden Science.

KG: His Forbidden Science. If you look at the Forbidden Science articles, the last book in particular, I’m a

completely di�erent person than I was in the second book. And after I saw that, and that basically brings us

up to 1990. Or 1980-85. early 90s. I remember after I read it I called him and I said you’ve done me a great

service because you’ve got 85 references to conversations with Kit, and anybody would read them would

�nd that over thirty years, I’ve developed stronger [unclear] that I trust that we are dealing with imaginal in-

formation on the medical data. Abductions. Autopsies. Returned bodies. Tissues. Injury from radio fre-

quency. Injury from teraherz. Injury from mixed radiation. Injury from [unclear]. Injury from soft radiation.

Okay. I’m not saying anything about wormholes. I’m not saying anything about altered shifts of spacetime

metrics and string theory. I’m not saying anything about that. I don’t have any credentials. I’m only talking

about the stu� that has to do with the biology. I can replicate that [unclear] that it was all being produced in
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special access program biology e�orts in 1978. in 1988. in 1998. in 2008. I don’t have to invent technologies

to explain the technological results of these things.

RD: In biological sciences, everything you’ve seen …

KG: Biological and medical. And I’m including pathology. And I’m including microscopy.

RD: Yes. Okay. So what you’re saying is all of the biological evidence you have seen over these many years,

none of it needs to be explainable in any way other than advanced human science and technology. 

KG: And some of it occasionally not that advanced. And in the case of that fake document from that was

dropped on my doorstep, information that today is the result of some patents from just the last �ve-seven

years. These are more than a trail of breadcrumbs. This is a trail of many loaves of bread.

He added another element to the story. Of the many alien autopsy videos that mysteriously ended up at his door, one

video really stuck with him, one which seemed as though it could be a real autopsy of a genuine alien being. 

He took this video to the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP), among the most highly regarded institutions in

the world within the �eld of pathology. Green studied the video with three other specialists, all board certi�ed with

Ph.D.s and highest relevant credentials in anatomy, comparative physiology, and pathology. Their conclusion: “it’s a

real autopsy.” But was it an alien? Their conclusion was no, it was not. What exactly was going on is still not exactly

known, but Green’s assessment is that he “later learned that it could be identi�ed as a certain progeric.”

“So what I’ve basically concluded,” he said:

“. . . is, in my tiny medical corner, I have no data that I can’t derive from very advanced special access pro-

gram material that was started twenty or thirty years ago. None. Zero. Nothing. I’ve got no medical e�ects,

no data from alleged abductions, no data from alleged MILABS, no data from epigenetics, nothing that

couldn’t be hoaxed intentionally by very sophisticated scientists. And that’s where I am.”

And this:

“And I did think that the one that I had seen in the Pentagon was an alien and I did say absolutely. And it’s

true, I’ll say it again. Some of the still shots in that early email were later seen by me to be incorporated in

the Santilli �lm, many years later.”

The Carrot Dangles Again

There is another fascinating story to add here. Earlier, I discussed a mentor �gure who tried, and failed, to get Green

clearances to enable him to be brought into what he said was a UFO-alien related program. It turns out the story did

not end there. That particular individual (who’s identity Green will not publicly reveal)  died in 1997. 
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But some years later, another mentor came into the picture. This happened through one of the classi�ed programs

Green was part of. This new mentor was the chief scientist and senior medical o�cer of the “Futures” program, which

was “an extremely high-level DOD committee” which in turn was tied to a major aerospace company. The program

they were part of was paid for by the intelligence community but was run exclusively by this corporation. As far as

Green could tell, none of the participants in the program were government employees; all retirees from various parts

of government, and all had Top Secret codeword clearances.

Like Green’s previous mentor, this individual told him repeatedly that he would get Green cleared in order to bring

him into ”a special program, an SAP program connected to UFOs, reverse engineering, and aliens.” That program, he

told Green, needed a forensic physician who was also a Fellow in the American Academy of Forensic Sciences, and

they actually didn’t have one. 

This went on for nine years. During this time, there were two occasions in which Green was told he was about to get

the necessary additional clearances, but nothing ever happened. The last such occurrence took place during the sum-

mer of 2011. His colleague told him, “ok, it’s time.” He directed Green to travel to a western state to a facility oper-

ated by a private company which leased property from the Department of Energy. None of this had anything to do

with the DOE. It was simply that the DOE and other U.S. government agencies lease equipment and facilities and pro-

vides infrastructure to aerospace companies.

So once again, in 2011, Green traveled out west to get his clearance. But history simply repeated itself. He got to the

meeting, they had discussions about many matters related to Futures’ Research [unrelated to UFOs], and then he

asked, “when do I get the new clearance?” Chagrined, his colleague, who was present, said, “you will not be getting

the clearances.”

I asked him if he had any idea as to why all this happened. Why the continued promises that never materialized?

“Why?, he responded, “it beats the heck out of me. I am between confused and furious.” 

However, he said, this may not be as unusual as most people might think. In his experience, not simply his own but

others with a long history in the classi�ed world, it isn’t necessarily unique that within U.S. government Special

Access Programs (not simply connected to UFOs but any subject area) that someone may think they will be cleared

for a program, “and then you don’t get it.”

I asked him as a result of all this, all these close calls, did he believe there was a special access program connected to

UFOs, aliens, and the like. His answer, as always, was extremely speci�c. Based on his speci�c experience and areas of

expertise, he had not seen any reason to go there. I pressed. What about the evidence of UFOs in general? Surely you

are knowledgeable about this, about the longstanding history of encounters with seemingly impossible aircraft and

the many accounts of UFO crash retrieval? And what of your peers who speci�cally told you about these programs? 

But Kit Green would not go beyond what he had already stated, and I am not a mind reader. Did his colleagues actu-

ally have clearance to be in those very programs? Green thinks it’s entirely possible they did, but he is not sure.

Special Access Programs, he stated, have multiple levels. Perhaps, he speculated, they were in the �rst level only.

Perhaps they didn’t have clearances that took them in all the way. 
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The Weird Desk

Almost as an aside, there was another interesting topic we spoke about, and this concerned his management of what

was called “The Weird Desk” during his days with the CIA. The assumption most people have had, it seems, is that

Green knew about all the classi�ed UFO information while there. He emphatically refuted this. 

“When I was a CIA o�cer,” he said,

“. . . I almost never saw anything about UFOs that was classi�ed. I did see some things that were classi�ed,

but they were very low-level classi�ed. They were well accepted, and that was because of some things

called Fastwalkers – which by the way were owned by industry, not the government. Everything was classi-

�ed as Con�dential or Secret. Everything. And they were very trivial, very small, and there were only two or

three documents I saw that were actually anything to do with UFOs.” 

Everything that was related to the “Weird Desk,” he said:

“including parapsychology, UFOs, anything associated with remote viewing, and my involvement with

Stanford, and so forth, never occupied any more than two to three percent of my time. Now, I would take a

trip while I was in California, half of what I did might have been with Stanford Research Institute during

those years, and I took three or four trips a year. But, ninety-seven percent of what I was paid for by the

clock on my time, that was reviewed by management at CIA, had nothing to do with the so-called ‘Keeper of

the Weird Desk.’”  

Assessing the Wilson Document

Upon closing our interview, I asked him about the authenticity of the “Core Secrets” document, or the Wilson

Document.

He knows fully that this is a sensitive matter for the people concerned, many of whom he has known for years. He

agreed to give me an on-the-record and o�-the-record answer, on condition that I do not state what his o�-the-

record position is. He even kindly allowed me to mention that he gave an o�-the-record answer. 

“On the record, I have agreed on the record that I have no authority to con�rm that it is a legitimate memo

because in fact, the fact that I’ve seen it, the fact that I think one thing doesn’t give me the authority to de-

clare its provenance as legitimate. I can’t do that so I won’t say that.”
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It’s worth emphasizing his careful wording in the phrase, “the fact that I think one thing doesn’t give me the authority

to declare its provenance as legitimate.”

He then gave me his o�-the-record answer. 

In a follow-up conversation, Kit Green went further for an on-the-record statement. While he would not put himself

on the record relating to the authenticity of the Wilson document, he did state that “the generic discussion” in that

document was “exceptionally familiar” to him. Speci�cally, about how within the world of special access programs,

“there comes a time when those are not under the control of the United States Government.” 

Furthermore, the reaction as portrayed by Wilson in the document — Wilson’s anger and dismay at being locked out

of a program which by rights he believed he had some measure of authority over — struck Green as exactly right. “In

fact,” he added, “all the SAP I’ve been part of except one are in that category. When I go to those facilities, there are

no government employees.”

He did not stop there. “Who thinks that governments have access to the highest technologies? Why would that be

true when many of the people in the governments aren’t necessarily good physicists, biologists, geneticists, and so

on?” Other than nuclear weapons technology, he said, he could not think of any area within the Defense community

in which any government program could hold a candle to the trillion-dollar companies that employ the best scientists

and engineers in the world. “So why would anyone in the world think that the best tech normally comes from the

government?” 

Not only is most of the advanced technology research under development in the hands of private corporations, but

the basic scenario is that the U.S. government serves as little more than a security organization working for those pri-

vate entities. The impression I got from this is that the U.S. government has limited control at best over these pro-

grams. It provides the money, security, and valuable infrastructure, and that’s about it. After the technology is ready

for operational use, then it can be another story, once the military services take delivery of a �eldable system.

Finally, it is at least worth a side mention that Green’s endorsement of the 11-page alien autopsy email thread from

2001 surely adds, even if indirectly, to the authenticity of the Wilson Document. After all, the two documents are in-

extricably bound to each other and were leaked together. They are from the same source. This ought to be of note to

any investigator who pays attention to detail and has a modicum of common sense.

Clearly, Green’s comments regarding the Wilson Document bear very careful scrutiny.

Conclusion

This turned out to be a fascinating but tricky interview to conduct. Not because of anything inherent about Kit Green.

He was extremely open with me about many things. But our conservation jumped around quite a bit, not through any

fault of ourselves, I think, but it turns out there was a very complex story in here. Additionally, there were a number

of things he stated that were not meant for attribution, which as I stated previously I didn’t fully realize when we

started.
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For this reason, I elected to do this in an article format while also maintaining as much adherence to our actual con-

versation as possible.

There are many takeaways from this conversation. Here are the ones I consider most signi�cant – although others

may quite possibly focus on di�erent points.

– The alien autopsy email thread is genuine.

– Green believed for many years that the Santilli �lm depicted a genuine alien being but during the �rst decade of

this century concluded it was a hoax.

– He initially believed the being in the �lm was genuine because he had been shown still images of an apparent alien

autopsy and autopsy reports of apparent alien beings.

– Several of the still images he was shown in 1987-1988 were either identical or extremely close to certain elements

of the Santilli �lm. He stated this back in 2001 and maintains it to this day.

– During the 1990s and early 21st century, roughly a dozen packages arrived mysteriously at his doorstep which had

video and other information pertaining to alleged alien autopsies. For many years Green found at least some of these

to be very compelling.

– He brought some of this evidence to the attention of other prominent experts who after careful examination con-

cluded the material was a very clever hoax.

– Green never received followup in relation to his 1987-1988 brie�ng.

– He later concluded that all of the evidence he encountered regarding any alien autopsies could be explained with

purely terrestrial technology and a great deal of money. He argued this is a better explanation than aliens from Zeta

Reticuli.

– He emphasizes that his determination is based purely on areas of his own expertise, centered on the biological

sciences.

– He believes the packages that arrived at his doorstep were most likely the result of a “high-level non-government

hoax utilizing means to drive �nancial connectivities on programs that are related.” In other words, private entities

seeking to monetize black budget science. 

– He believes he was hoaxed during his 1987-1988 brie�ng at the Pentagon in relation to an active measures intelli-

gence operation designed, for reasons unstated but apparently not unusual in his view, to convince him of informa-

tion that wasn’t true.

– He was strongly inclined to accept the truth of the 1987-1988 brie�ng for many years because at that time and for

many years afterward, he had been told by a prominent colleague that he would soon be brought into a special ac-

cess program connected to UFOs and aliens. 
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– While he was later brought into several “exquisitely sensitive” programs later, he was never brought into such a

program.

— During the 21st century, once again the promise of being cleared for a UFO-alien related special access program

was dangled before him, with no result.

— He stated that at least many UFOs detected in Earth orbit or space (“fastwalkers”) are owned and operated by pri-

vate industry.

– He gave an on-the-record and o�-the-record answer to my question on the authenticity of the Thomas R. Wilson

document. On the record, he stated he had “no authority” to make such a determination but said a great deal more

uno�cially to authenticate it by any reasonable measure.

I am very grateful to Kit Green for his willingness to discuss all this with me. Other people could have asked better

questions and done a better job than myself. I did the best I could under the conditions we had. I felt throughout that

he was genuinely trying to shed light on this matter while at the same time governed by obvious restraints on certain

things he could not discuss.

Richard Dolan

[This article can be found in its original form at https://richarddolanmembers.com/free-content/dr-kit-green-on-the-

record/
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Fascinating. Everything about his experience with government-related UFO material is so odd.
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